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SPECIAL TRAINS NEAR US: October 2012 – March 2013 
 
February 23:   THE ANNIVERSARY FENMAN. Liverpool St. – Norwich – Ely – Kings Lynn – Ely – Bury St. Edmunds – Ipswich  -  Liverpool St.             
          70013 Oliver Cromwell. 
March 14:        THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS. Kings Cross – York & return.  60163 Tornado. 
March 21:        THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS. Peterborough – St. Neots – Hertford North – Bath & return . 60163 Tornado. 
March 24:        THE PEAK FORESTER. Kings Cross – Peterborough – Stamford – Matlock & return. 70013 Oliver Cromwell. 
April 4:             THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS. Guildford – Wimbledon – Lincoln & return. 60019 Bittern. 
April 13:           THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS. Kings Cross – Peterborough – Scarborough & return. 60163 Tornado. 
April 14:           THE PEAK FORESTER. Kings Cross – Durham & return.  70013 Oliver Cromwell.  
April 20:           WINDSOR & ETON RIVERSIDE.  Skegness – Peterborough – Windsor & Eton Riverside & return. 2x WCRC 47 diesels. 
April 25:           THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS Colchester – Ely - Carlisle  & return. Diesel.. 
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Meetings planned for 2013 
 
Friday, March 1 2013:  The TGV: Past, Present and Future by Mike Bunn. 
Friday, April 5   2013:   The Undercover Enthusiast (Or the enthusiast as a railway employee) Mike Lamport. 
Friday, May 3    2013:   Questions and Answers with Richard Hardy. 
 

From the Editor 
 
First of all, many thanks to those who entered slides, photographs and digital pictures in the CRC 
Photographic Competition. Twelve pictures were selected for the CRC 2013 Calendar (all sold out, but 
more can be printed if there is enough demand). First Prize in the Steam section was awarded to John 
Hunting and in the Modern Traction section to Bill Fraser. Pictures chosen by Ray Clark for the Calendar 
also included those from CRC members Richard Hall, Don Beard, Ian Worland, Peter Heath and myself. 
If there continues to be enough interest we will run the competition again in the coming autumn. 
 
Well, main line steam traction tours as well as charter trains in general have been in the news lately. On a 
positive note there may be two major ‘happenings’ in the USA by 2016. One concerns the possible 
steaming up of a Union Pacific ‘Big Boy’. Apparently the Union Pacific has put a few million dollars 
aside and has selected 4014 plinthed in Los Angeles as the one in best condition. These engines claimed 
fame as being the largest and most powerful steam traction units in the world, though three other US 
railroads claimed the same.  In terms of weight, the Class S-772 simple expansion articulated ‘Big Boy’ 
4-8-8-4 weighed in at 500 (UK) tons and 44lb. It was beaten by the Virginian Railway’s Class AG 2-6-6-
6 by 75,000lb (some 33 tons) and the Chesapeake & Ohio’s Class H-8 2-6-6-6 (some 28 tons heavier). 
 
On a tractive effort basis, the ‘Big Boy’ was calculated at 135,000lb against 140,000lb for the Duluth, 
Missabe & Iron Range Class M3 2-8-8-4 and 145,930lb for the Northern Pacific Class Z-5 2-8-8-4. On 
the other hand, pure engine drawbar horsepower and steaming capacity are the power determinators and 
possibly the ‘Big Boy’ beat them all on those counts! I guess someone will tell me otherwise! 
 
As if the possibility of steaming a ‘Big Boy’ was not enough, a US group called Coalition for 
Sustainable Rail (CSR) intends to ‘de-plinth’ a former Sante Fe Class 3460 4-6-4 and revamp it as a 
high-speed (like 125mph!) ‘green machine’ burning torrefied biomass, or ‘biocoal’! 
 
Meanwhile, in the UK, charter trains – and freight trains would you believe - face a new threat of being 
‘fined’ for causing delays to service passenger trains! The fines could top £50,000!  Well, I’m sorry, but 
things are becoming silly! And you can bet your life that the delayed service train passengers won’t see a 
‘bean’ from those fines – if it all comes into practice. Great work for the lawyers though! - Mike Page 
 
 

 

Apologies 
 
I hang my head in shame – in assuming that 
34067 was a ‘West Country’ and not a ‘Battle of 
Britain’ when I wrote the caption to David 
Pepperell’s picture of 34067 in the last issue.  
 
OK, Tangmere is a West Country village, but 
34067 was named after the World War II fighter 
station there. 34067 and her sisters 34056 to 
34070 were named after fighter stations in RAF’s 
11 Group, which were all at the forefront during 
the Battle of Britain. My thanks to reader Ken 
Foley of Kidderminster for putting me to rights  – 
Mike Page. 
 
This view of 34067 on ‘The Cathedrals Express’ 
was taken by the late David Theobald at Victoria 
Station in London some five or six years ago 



A look at three B1 4-6-0s: first one is of firing 61060 
 

 
 
B1 4-6-0 61060 was a “good ‘un” enthuses Derek Barham as he describes the use in Cambridge’s ‘Royal 
Link’ of this engine ‘on loan’ from New England in 1959 when the diesels began to take over East Anglia. 
 
In this article I’m describing the use of B1 61060 loaned to 
Cambridge (31A) by Peterborough’s New England (35A) 
shed in 31A’s ‘Royal Link’. Workings in this Link involved: 
 
Week 1: the 05.00 passenger to Liverpool Street arriving at 
06.44 and returning   from Liverpool Street at 09.50. 
Week 2: the 13.34 passenger to Ely arriving at 13.49 then 
working the 14.22 slow passenger to Peterborough and return. 
Week 3: the 06.52 passenger to Kings Lynn arriving at 08.02 
and return routed both ways via St. Ives and Wisbech. 
Week 4: the 13.55 buffet car express arriving at King’s Cross 
at 15.15 and returning at 17.52. The return train consisted of 
12 bogie coaches, which split at Hitchin: six going forward to 
Peterborough and six to Cambridge. 
 
Better than B12s or B17s! 
 
I was booked on Week 1 with George Stigwood, a main line 
goods train driver who had replaced the normal driver who 
was either on holiday or off sick at the time. The diagram 
involved preparing the loco and working the 06.44 slow train 
calling at all stations to Broxbourne, then Tottenham Hale and 
Liverpool Street. The return working to Cambridge was the 
09.50 semi-fast, which called at Tottenham hale, Broxbourne, 
Bishops Stortford and Audley End. 
 
Usually the engine diagrammed was B2 4-6-0 61671 Royal 
Sovereign, which was in works that day which is why 61060 
was booked that day. This engine was in excellent condition – 
far better than our B17s and B12s at the time.  
 
Austerity measures were in force at 31A: regular manning of 
engines had been done away with so all engines had become 
‘common user’. Also the stationary boiler, which supplied the 
whole depot with hot water, for example for boiler washouts, 
at 31A had not been replaced. Cold water boiler washouts 
were not as efficient. Scaling up in the boiler reduced loss of 
water space and resulted in poor steaming in most cases. 
These ‘austerity measures’ had a marked effect on general 
maintenance. The ‘Royal’ engine was always looked after and 
cleaned daily between duties and fitters attended to any 
repairs and so on. 

So this day, 61060 was our engine and George Stigwood was 
a good steady engineman and a pleasure to work with. Our up 
working ran into Platform 8 at Liverpool Street, from which 
our train’s empty stock working to Thornton Fields carriage 
sidings always took some time to be cleared. It meant that our 
turning and watering of our engine was always a rushed affair. 
Also to get on to the 09.50 train’s stock standing in Platform 7 
was quite a tight timing.  
 
The light engine movement involved backing out from the 
engine service roads and turntable into Platform 9 and then 
moving forward between two disc signals, and then backing 
down into Platform 7. There we coupled on and awaited the 
‘Right Away’. 
 
The fire on 61060 had been kept bright using a shallow fire in 
the middle of the firebox and a little thicker at the front and 
back. The engine had to be kept ready for working while 
keeping smoke at Liverpool Street to a minimum. On 
departure the engine faced a hard climb of 1 in 70 up to 
Bethnal Green, but she responded well to my firing twice 
around the firebox. Then I put on the right hand injector, 
which with a regulator adjustment worked well and was set at 
minimum.  
 
Setting the injector 
 
We had left Liverpool Street with half a glass of water so I 
thought of keeping the injector on all the way down to 
Cambridge: even when stopping and starting from station 
stops. Except that from Audley End I had to shut the injector 
off as a full boiler had been achieved. I was disappointed 
about this, as I had never had the pleasure of doing the whole 
journey. The reason for attempting this feat was that with this 
engine the right hand injector could be adjusted for minimum 
or maximum delivery to the boiler. These injectors used the 
exhaust steam while the engine was working and boiler steam 
while the engine was stationary, so saving energy. 
 
Once we had arrived at Cambridge, we had to take the loco 
onto shed for coaling and turning and then we left her on the 
ash pit for the relief men to take over. The fact that we did not 



have to put the engine away was a ‘perk’ for the ‘Royal’ 
engine crews. 
 
On the following day, August 25, 1959, I was again booked 
with driver George Stigwood and 61060. Again the engine 
made easy work of the up train, as the day before, so I thought 
there was a chance to achieve the ambition, which didn’t 
happen yesterday. So I deliberately kept the boiler water level 
low at about 1 inch in the glass hoping that she would respond 
like yesterday: and I wasn’t left in any doubt.  
 
As soon as she had scaled the 1 in 70 up to Bethnal Green I 
set the injector as before. It was a pleasure to fire to such a 
good engine as this. She made easy going and when we 

arrived at Cambridge the boiler was just 1/2in from full in the 
glass. I uncoupled 61060 and we ran light on shed. 
 
Achievement 
 
For some reason, we were relieved on the inward road 
opposite the foreman’s office: perhaps the engine was 
intended for another duty quickly. It was then I shut the 
injector off. For me it was a once in a lifetime achievement 
and never to be repeated in my 19 years as a fireman! Bear in 
mind we had had some good B1s from when they arrived new 
from February 1948. The best of the Cambridge engines were 
61285, 61300, 61302 and 61333. At the time 61642 
Kilverstone Hall was a good B17. 
 

 

 
 
After a £530,000 overhaul by the Thompson B1 Loco Trust at 
Crewe Heritage Centre, B1 61264 is ready to start work again 
reported Richard Tremaine. 
 
The Thompson B1 Locomotive Trust (BLT) operates and 
maintains ex-LNER class B1 4-6-0 no. 61264. The loco was 
moved from Crewe to Pickering on the North Yorkshire 
Moors Railway (NYMR) on December 18 2012 and then 
moved on to Grosmont under her own steam on December 19. 
She will be ‘running in’ on the NYMR. 
 
61264 as LNER 1264 was built at the Glasgow works of the 
North British Locomotive Company (works number 26165), 
at a contract price of £16,190 in 1947. The locomotive was 
dispatched to Stratford for painting in LNER green and 
acceptance trials. She entered service on December 5, 1947 at 
Parkeston Quay, Harwich. She was to stay at Parkeston Quay 
for nearly 13 years and was repainted in British Railways 
lined black in 1949. As dieselization and electrification 
advanced, 61264 moved from the East of England in 

November 1960 to Colwick depot near Nottingham, after a 
general overhaul at Stratford works. It was to remain at 
Colwick for the rest of its working life. 
 
 61264 was used on the many express passenger services 
between Nottingham, Leicester and London (Marylebone) 
along the old Great Central route. 61264 was condemned in 
November of 1965. Rather than being scrapped immediately, 
the loco became Departmental no. 29 and was allocated to 
stationary boiler duties, still at Colwick. Final withdrawal 
came in July 1967 and the engine was sold for scrap to 
Woodham Brothers of Barry, South Wales, where she had 
arrived by April 1968. Following her rescue from the scrap 
yard in 1976, the B1 returned to steam in 1997 after a 20-year 
restoration.  
Over the next decade she clocked up many thousands of miles 
in revenue-earning service, operating on both heritage 
railways and the UK main line. Withdrawn in 2007 for a 
heavy general overhaul, 61264 has undergone major boiler 
surgery – TBLT and Richard Tremaine.  

 

 

Third one: 1306 is now 61306 
  
Since the late Gerald Boden’s B1 1306 was 
photographed by Peter Heath (seen in colour in the CRC 
2013 Calendar) at Wansford on July 23 2005, the loco 
has been overhauled at Boden Rail Engineering in 
Washwood Heath, Birmingham. 
 
61306 is now running in the early BR lined out green 
livery with ‘BRITISH RAILWAYS’ on the tender. She was 
delivered new to Hull (Botantical Gardens – 53B) in 
1948. Her last shed was Low Moor (56F), Bradford. 
 

Second one: 61264 
is back in action! 
 
 
After a £530,000 overhaul by the 
Thompson B1 Loco Trust at Crewe 
LNWR Heritage Centre, B1 61264 
is ready to start work again reports 
Richard Tremaine.  
 
 
The engine is pictured here at LNWR  
Crewe on December 6, 2012     TBLT 



Shunting around 
Cambridge station 
 
Remember shunting? The practice using 03 and 
08 diesel shunters was still quite alive in 1971 
when my wife and I moved to Cambridge. 
Indeed, reminiscences Mike Page, you could hear 
buffers clanging together as you worked in the 
garden at Blinco Grove. 
 
There’s always something dynamic and yet restful about 
shunting. Did you ever listen to Jeff Wayne’s 1978 musical 
rendition of H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds? The main 
character, a journalist, played by the late Richard Burton, 
remembers how after fearfully watching the ‘Martians’ 
establishing themselves on a nearby hill: “It seems totally 
incredible to me now that everyone spent that evening as 
though it were just like any other. From the railway station 
came the sounds of shunting trains, ringing and rumbling, 
softened almost into melody by the distance.” 
 
Mind you, the ‘melody’ of shunting with the 03s and 08s 
around Cambridge seemed quite soothing when compared 
with what I was used to some 10 years before (1961). 
Standing on Bescot station footbridge, I was watching an ex-
LNWR G2a 0-8-0 (a ‘Duck Eight’!), 49126, ‘fly shunting’ in 
the down yards using violence almost to the extreme. A 
session would begin with 49126 drawing out a string of thirty 
or so wagons past the west side of the station.  
 
The shunter uncouples the first four, gives a signal to the 
driver and the ‘Duck Eight’ explodes into volcanic, offbeat 
action, slipping on the spot while the driver fights with the 
regulator. Then there is silence: the ‘Duck’ appears to 
reconsider her position while the wagons recover, then seems 
to take a deep breath and ‘WOOF! WOOF! Woof-Woof” 
accelerating the wagons hard. Then the engine brakes are 
slammed on, couplings wrench and scream and four luckless 
wagons are propelled onwards to meet their colleagues down 
one of the siding roads, sometimes with a ‘bang!’ Let’s hope 
that’s not a consignment of Stourbridge glass in that box 
wagon! The drama starts again and again until at last the  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Duck’ has relieved itself of all the wagons and goes back into 
the yard looking for more. 
 
Compare 49126’s display with 03.016 almost leisurely towing 
out a string of Mark 1s, including a Gresley buffet car, from 
the carriage sidings opposite the station. She draws away 
under Hills Road Bridge, until the last coach has disappeared 
from view. There is some gesticulation and whistle blowing 
from a character standing clear at the entrance to the 
Coalfields siding, answered by a hoot from 03.016. The rear 
coach reappears, this time on a far line, and the whole string is 
gently shunted and positioned in Platform 2. 03.016 returns 
looking for something else to do. Perhaps some of the ferry 
vans in the sidings at the back of the station need to be cleared 
now that the bags of urea for Ceiba Geigy has been unloaded 
into lorries. The siding at Ceiba Geigy had not then been 
installed. 
 
No, 03.016 has gone around the back of Spillers to reach the 
two remaining sidings located by the Railwayman’s Staff 
Association’s hut near where some Eastern Counties double-
deck buses are parked. Some while later, 03.016 returns 
towing half-a-dozen open wagons, which had brought in road 
salt for the Cambridge Town Council. While this is going on, 
08.506 in BR dirty green is coming up the freight road towing 
some oil tankers for Charringtons. But she has to wait by the 
cattle market as 6707 is coming by with a passenger train 
from Liverpool Street. Also, creeping around the S-bend from 
the sidings at the back of the two goods warehouses (one ex-
GNR, the other ex-GER), is a ‘31’ with a very mixed freight. 
It was one of the results of the hump shunting, under the 
command of another 08, which had been going on in the 
background. 
 
The Cambridge shunters in the early 70s had already lost 
some lucrative work. Livestock trains no longer ran to serve 
the cattle market. The perishables traffic had disappeared from 
the sidings on the other side of Hills Road Bridge backing 
onto Brooklands Avenue. Except that the Portage fruit 
warehouse alongside the south side of Hills Road on the town 
side was still receiving bananas and other fruit by rail in 1971-
3. Other shunting jobs, which had disappeared, included the 
Spillers siding and servicing the rolling stock yards that once 
lay between the London and Bedford lines between Long 
Road and Hills Road. 

Back in May, 1975, passenger coach and goods wagon 
shunting was carried out by 03s and 08s. 03.016 with a ‘runner’ 
wagon draws out Mark 1s from the sidings towards Hills Rd. 

Cambridge’s own ‘namer’: 08.638 Cambridge brings empty 
stock along one of the freight roads at the north end of the 
station watched by two 47s in the sidings on October 5, 1986. 



 
 
There was still a fair variety of goods to be seen being loaded 
or unloaded in Coalfields. As well as the second-hand tractors 
and implements, bound for Holyhead and Ireland I was told, 
there were what looked like Army portable field offices (all in 
Army green) being loaded, while sacked potatoes packed in 
straw in vans could be seen being offloaded. The old style BR 
containers were still in traffic too. Steel sheet coil was 
unloaded there for a while, to be taken by lorry to a welded 
tube company in Saffron Walden. The company was once 
served directly by rail until the Saffron Walden – Bartlow line 
closed. 
 
08.506 gets the road and moves off under Hills Road Bridge 
to access Charrington’s sidings lying near to Portage’s site. 
03.016 now gets the road and disappears under Hills Road 
Bridge. Points change and she reappears, backing the open 
wagons along the down freight line towards the north end. 
Now the waiting ‘31’ gets the road and eases a mixed lot of 
mostly box vans and open wagons, a couple of BR ferry vans 
and a string of some ten ‘flat beds’ carrying second-hand 
tractors and a few other farm implements followed by a 
friendly wave from the guard in his BR guard’s van. Sounds 
like another world, doesn’t it? 
 
Shunting practices, and yes, I stand to be corrected, were 
much the same in the early 1970s as twenty years earlier, 
except that 03 and 08s, and not J67s, are doing the work. The 
shunters still had the two goods warehouses opposite the 
station to service in 1971.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

At the north end of the station area, under the watchful eyes in 
Cambridge North Box, 03.007 was doing similar work to 
03.016, such as shunting passenger and parcels stock, except 
the sidings serving the builder’s yard in Devonshire Road had 
gone and, I suppose, Ridgeon’s builder’s yard and wood store 
at the end of Great Eastern Street were once similarly served.  
 
Another 08, such as 08.496, managed the remaining hump 
work as well as some ‘fly shunting’ (nowhere near as violent 
as 49126’s!). Before the flats were built on Argyle Street, you 
could stroll across the waste ground to the fence and watch the 
action. Yes, parcels trains were still about and the Mark 1 full 
brakes; the general utility vans (GUVs) and surviving box 
vans required some sorting.  
 
While all this was going on, a couple of 37s and a trio of 31s 
were idling away on two remaining engine roads at the back 
of the station. This was before the remodelling, with a new 
mess room and car parking and the arrival of the cycle bridge. 
 
I suppose to some, shunting with 03s and 08s looked an 
almost carefree past-time. I’m sure it wasn’t and I bet some of 
the Circle’s retired railwaymen have some tales to tell! For 
example, those 03s looked rather lightweight and you could 
see their wheels slipping as they tried to get nine coaches on 
the move out of the carriage sidings. They were some quite 
complex movements in placing a rake of coaches taken from  
the carriage sidings opposite the station across to the bay 
platforms and vice-versa. 
 

 
 
 
 

BRRR! In spite of the snow, shunting has to 
carry on! 08.496 brings a short rake of heating 
oil fuel tankers past the Cattle Market near 
Hills Road Bridge to deliver to Charringtons’ 
sidings on January 28, 1979. Track 
remodelling has yet to take place but most of 
the semaphore signals have been replaced. 

03.007 busies itself at the north end of Cambridge station on a 
May day in 1975. I believe the ‘runner’ trucks were coupled to 
the 03s to activate track circuits, but not to the 08s. 

Still wearing a BR green, if very mucky, livery with crest, 08.506 
was moving cement hoppers about at the north end of 
Cambridge station yards one May day morning in 1975. 



 
 
By 1981, the layout of sidings and trackage around Cambridge 
station had begun to change, a new signal box or ‘centre’ was 
being built where the huts containing the ‘Open University’ 
offices were and the 03s were gone, along with some of the 
remaining ‘wagon load’ freight. Shunting was still required up 
until the closure of Coldfields and the loss of parcels and 
locomotive hauled trains in 1987.  
 
In between, some of the surviving 08s in use had gained new 
liveries and names, like Ely, Bury and Cambridge. The last 
time I saw an 08 near the station was during the Gala Day 
held in Coldfields in 1990 when 08.631 was in attendance. 
 
Well Coldfields has disappeared under new blocks of flats, as 
have the sidings on the other side of Hills Road Bridge, while 
the hump yard is long gone. The DMUs and EMUs are in 
charge of train services now and need no shunting service and 
nor does the occasional freight that comes by. Shunting, as we 
knew it in Cambridge is no more! 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Would you believe it! 
 
Royston-Finsbury Park Specials: Two Saturdays before 
Christmas a friend made a morning visit to my home to 
finalise our Japanese Railway Society annual accounts. He 
had to get back to London for an afternoon meeting with 
another rail interest group and we planned for him to take the 
13.15 from Royston.  
 
We arrived at Royston at 13.05 and were surprised to see a 
train already in platform 1. Assuming that somewhere our 
timing had gone wrong, we rushed round at breakneck speed 
for him to catch the train to be told, on enquiring if the 13.15 
was running early that it was a 13.10 'special'. “Special 
what?”, we enquired. "Arsenal, home game today", said a 
platform staff member. Apparently, Arsenal home games are 
allocated a special, 8-coach set, running between Royston and 
Finsbury Park, ahead of the next scheduled service. "Is it 
popular", we enquired, seeing relatively few people on board. 
"Reasonably, by the time they have made en-route stops, but 
its not advertised so not many know about it".  
 
Of course since the footie matches don't suit the timetable 
publication they can't show a schedule, but at least a note in 
the timetable could surely be placed to highlight this service? 
  

Long Melford railway station (retired), converted long ago 
to residential use, is currently up for sale at £475,000. The 
original buildings are intact on up/down platforms but infilled 
to lawns across the track bed (Agents 01206-564259). We 
await any 'Circle Line' buyer placing an invite to a house 
warming! 
  
More buses? A £37.5bn plan to make rail travellers more 
comfortable by putting them all on buses has been announced 
by Network Rail. The plan will cover the five years up to 
2019 and will see more trains than ever cancelled with 
passengers put on nice, comfy new buses instead. 
 
“The rail network is a very old system in need of serious 
investment and regeneration,” said Network Rail chief 
executive David Higgins, ‘But that feels like a lot of work, so 
we’ve decided to buy a load of buses instead and pile 
everybody onto them. This plan can only go ahead if we 
achieve significant cost savings, by not running any trains at 
all, and also continue with above inflation fare rises.” 
Continued Mr. Higgins, “People always seem happy to see the 
words ‘replacement bus service’ though and I’m sure they’ll 
be happy for all their journeys to take three times as long, and 
to continue to pay extortionate rates for a service we regularly 
fail to provide.”  
 
From the Internet, attributed to Vince Cable's Gran! There are 
times, however, when we could almost believe it!. 
                                                                   - Richard Tremaine. 

Electrification is now with us, and for a short 
while before any kind of shunting around 
Cambridge station was made redundant,  08.495 
Bury (Bury St. Edmunds, that is!) still finds work 
in shunting parcels vans around Cambridge 
station yards on August 29, 1986. At least three 
08s (including one named Ely) were repainted in 
GER blue and given local names. 

Network South East 08.631 with a 101 and the Nene Valley 
Railway’s Thomas gives ride at the Gala held in Coldfields 
sidings behind Cambridge station on September 9, 1990. 



 
 
Over many years before my retirement in March 2011, 
my work as an Office for National Statistics researcher 
required me to travel widely, conducting social surveys 
generally up to 50 miles from my Royston home. 
Towards the end of each area campaign (usually a two-
week operation) there would be periods of waiting for 
the sampled respondents to become available. I would 
often fill in these periods looking for and walking former 
railway track-beds. Audley End to Bartlow was one of 
my favourites. 
 
There was a fair amount to find. Whilst I had visited the 
Audley End branch platform (still there within today’s 
enlarged park & ride station car-park) and imagined the 
push & pull train. I had seen Saffron Walden’s former 
station building on many occasions and lunched in ‘The 
Railway’ pub opposite (an architectural reflection of the 
station). 
 
Moving on, I was surprised to find ‘Acrow Halt’ still 
extant in overgrowth a mile beyond Saffron Walden, 
indeed, I hadn’t even been aware of its existence until I 
happened to stop nearby for a discreet ‘P’ break. As it 
turned out, Acrow Halt was a short lived station of only 
seven years from its 1957 opening at the new industrial 
site of the Acrow works.  
 
Beyond, a couple of miles towards Bartlow, I found 
Ashdon Halt, still even today retaining its 1880s built 
Stratford works Gt.Eastern coach body which was 
placed, from its 1911 retirement, as the waiting shelter. 
And at Bartlow, the magnificent main station house is 
visible from the passing roadway, or it can be viewed 
from the remains of the always sparse branch platform. 
 
It was in February 2009 that I made my first trackbed 
walk towards Bartlow from the Linton direction (of the 
main Cambridge/Gt Shelford route), gaining access by 
the former bridge abutment that had carried the line over 
the Hadstock road. I was extremely surprised to see 
ahead, within the mature tree growth, what turned out to 
be the old signal box (closed 17/8/66). It had been 
stripped of all mechanics and electrics at the time of 
closure but the wood structure had then just been left, 
for nature to take its course. It was still substantially 
intact and I could then imagine it as still being retrievable 
(I now have a couple of its remains: a cast iron balcony 
support bracket and a decent length of 
weatherboarding).  
Twelve months later the heavy snows of the 2009/10 
winter had been too much a burden and a substantial 

roof collapse had occurred; hence acquisition of that 
bracket, displaced by the roof collapse! (44 years of 
non-maintained existence is a good reflection on its 
construction surely). Even today there are substantial 
remains of the box. 
 
In the later spring of 2010 I guided a group of about a 
dozen (mainly Buntingford railway society members) to 
view the various remains. The tour was on a day of good 
weather, and I was pleased to have our Cambridge’s 
Ron Gooch accompany us.  
 
Cambridge member Geoffrey Smallwood had kindly 
transferred my Argo Transacord recordings of G5s on 
the Audley End-Bartlow push-pulls to CD; my intent 
being to play the soundtracks on my portable as we 
stopped off along the line! One viewing stop was on the 
farm access over bridge (still designated #2122, with 
presumably a railway maintenance responsibility on it) 
over the cutting at the foot of the steep incline (1 in 75), 
which rises about a mile to the summit then falls away 
again (1 in 80) over about 2 miles to Ashdon Halt, and 
beyond.  
 
Ron was trying to spot the tree (of course no longer 
identifiable along the now embankment lined mature  
 

 
 
 
 

Branch Lines to 
Bartlow 
 
It was over 45 years ago when the branch 
lines through Bartlow in Essex were closed, 
yet it is surprising what remains there are 
to be seen, reports Richard Tremaine. 

 

 
C12 4-4-2T 67375 waits at the Saffron Walden branch 
platform at Bartlow in 1949. Note the signal box on the left, 
remains of which survive into 2013.                                
‘The Saffron Walden Branch’ by P.Paye.       W.A.Camwell 

Since this picture was taken in February 2009, the Bartlow 
signal box structure has collapsed                Richard Tremaine. 



 
 
 
 
 
tree growths), which was his marker on the incline to 
open the vacuum injector for the breaking needed 
beyond the summit. Both he, and Brian Clark, recalled to 
me that the steep uphill gradient would run the water 
level to the top of the boiler at the cab end with a 
tendency to produce priming which could cause the 
brakes to come on! (smokebox end leading; I didn’t get 
round to asking about the operational needs if bunker 
first). Ron also recalled an accident that befell him in the 
early days, circa 1950, of his operation, as a fireman, 
when C12 class locos were operating the branch trains 
(67360/67/75 and 85).  
 
C12s were not fitted for push-pull so had to run round 
the two-coach train at each end. During this operation at 
Bartlow, with time to trim the fire, Ron was thrusting the 
‘pricker’ to break up firebox clinker, which gave way with 
him following through to go down on the footplate. He 
briefly knocked out by his head impacting on the 
regulator! 
 
Soon the 1950s saw a loco-change when G5s took over, 
three being brought in from their North Eastern  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

operating territory: 67269/67279/67322- the only ones 
ever recorded with a shed code 31A, and beyond the 5X 
region depots.  These engines were brought in, I 
believe, being push-pull fitted, thus run rounds were no 
longer required.   
 
Pleasingly, a new G5, replica, is currently under 
construction in the North East. Finally, N7s were brought 
in, from August 1956 (69650/51 and 92), to be the final 
steam operators before those (in) famous German rail 
buses from 1958, which saw through to the end of 
operations. 7/9/64 thus lost what had become a fairly 
popular last few years with the railbuses running Audley 
End/Bartlow (reversing to main) to run to Haverhill. 
Strange that at about this time Haverhill had become a 
designated London overspill development town. Even 
fairly recently, there has been an assessment report to 
reopen a rail operation to Haverhill. 
 
The Colne Valley (Halstead) route lost its passenger 
service 1/1/62; finally the main Shelford-Sudbury line 
closed on 6/3/1967. Beyond, Sudbury-Colchester 
currently enjoys a reasonably successful DMU service. 
Brian Clarke told me that the Audley End-Bartlow-
Gt.Shelford triangle was often used as a diversion route 
if the main Cambridge line was blocked and he recalls 
running out from Cambridge, as fireman, sometime after 
9am with the C12, light engine, via Great 
Shelford/Bartlow to Saffron Walden to do some 
shunting, then back, from about 1pm, picking up empties 
en route, especially Linton coal empties. Since most of 
the operations and locos were Cambridge based, there 
must be plenty of other memories of our Cambridge 
engine men still to recall? 
 
My Middleton Press review: the hardback front cover 
has a good colour photo of the German railbus passing 
Bartlow Junction Signalbox; rear cover colour of Derby 
lightweight DMU at Haverhill N. Within there are mainly 
steam shots including J15/E4s/Ivatt 2/ a B1 at Saffron 
Walden (must have been one of those diversions), and 
DMUs (in moderation). There is the usual 
comprehensive coverage; good photos, with lesser 
commentary, showing all stations, Gt.Shelford Junct-
Bartlow & Audley End-Bartlow, and beyond, via 
Haverhill North, with three shots of the former Haverhill 
South CVHRly first operator, and onward to Chappel & 
Wakes Colne.   
 
Haverhill, via Sudbury to Chappel Stour Valley line is 
covered in a separate publication. Current preservation 
activity at Castle Hedingham/Halstead with the 
reconstructed buildings, is also covered (worth a local 
day visit) though the Chappel preservation activities 
(also worthy for local day visit, especially beer festival on 
the first weekend September) are covered in the Stour 
Valley route book. Some other sites are still worthy of a 
visit, Linton station especially; take the book along with 
you to compare what is still there, and what has been 
lost, and a few Essex beers on the way, or our dear 
Greene King everywhere else. 
 
Old branch-lines & Middleton Press: Branch Lines to 
Bartlow, Published July 2012 

Acrow Halt was built in 1957 to serve the nearby Acrow factory, 
which manufactured welded steel tube sections. The Halt only 
survived in service for seven years               Richard Tremaine. 

A very surprising survivor on the remains of the Bartlow – 
Audley End branch is the ex-Great Eastern Railway five-
compartment coach body No. 342 of 1883! The coach body 
formed the station building at Ashdon Halt      Richard Tremaine. 



When the diesels came….. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

It was with a very mixed reaction that I watched the first main line diesels and DMUs 
arrive in the West Midlands. I must confess that I grew to hate them as they ousted our 
beloved steam locomotives, writes Mike Page. It’s strange now how I miss them! 
 
At school in the West Midlands, in 1955, we had read in 
Trains Illustrated that the two ‘pioneer’ LMS diesels, 10000 
and 10001, had been transferred from the Southern Region to 
the West Coast Main Line (WCML). Most of us ‘spotters’ at 
the ‘12+/13+’ County Commercial Secondary School (CCSS), 
Wood Green, Wednesbury, were curious to see them. I guess 
that the ‘twins’ were not regarded by most as presenting any 
real threat to our beloved ‘Duchess’ and ‘Princess Royal’ 
Pacifics on the WCML. The West Midlands had only seen 
trials of the new British Railways (BR) ‘lightweight’ diesel  
 

 
 
 
 

railcars and their use at special events, such as shuttle trains 
serving the British Industries Fair at Castle Bromwich on the 
Birmingham (New Street) – Derby (Midland) line. The years 
of 1956/57 would be when things would really start to change. 
 
Indeed as far as diesels were concerned, most West Midlands 
‘spotters’, like me, had only seen the likes of 12091 and 
12092 shunting in Bescot yards, 13004/25-29 around Tyseley 
and Bordesley yards or 12039-44 at Saltley. There was a 
sprinkling of ex-GWR diesel railcars working off-peak  
 

 
 
 
 

Waiting at the north end of Platform Six at Birmingham (New Street) to take out the empty stock of the 06.35h Yarmouth – Birmingham to 
Monument Lane carriage sidings is the North British/British Thompson Heuston 827HP B-B 10800. The loco was built in 1950, withdrawn in 1958 
and sold to Brush in Loughborough in 1962 after some storage at Doncaster Works (Roger Shenton, Changing Tracks, Midland Publishing Ltd.). 

Shunting in Dublin’s North Wall docks in 1956 is J1a diesel 
electric 0-6-0 D303 (1003). This yard once belonged to the 
LNWR (John Edgington, Irish Railways in Colour, Tom Ferris). 

The CIE Sulzer diesel-electric B-B 1101 is in charge of a Dublin 
to Cork semi-fast sometime in the early 1950s. Location may be 
Thurles           (Irish Railways Since 1916, Michael H. C. Baker). 



services between Birmingham (Snow Hill - SH), Dudley and 
Stourbridge, such as Worcester’s W5-7, 27 and 32W or 
Stourbridge Junction’s W8,14 and 29W. Otherwise, my own 
early sight of diesel locomotives were in Southern Ireland, 
such as one of the CIE (Coras Iompair Eireann)’s five J1a 
diesel-electric 0-6-0 shunters (1000-1004), 1001 shunting in 
the goods yards next to Dublin’s Kingsbridge (today’s 
Houston) station in 1949. These 487HP locos had been 
assembled at Inchicore works in Dublin in the early 1940s and 
looked very similar to the three English Electric diesel-electric 
shunters assembled at the LMS’ Derby works in 1936 (BR 
12000-2). The latter could always be seen at work  in the 
extensive Basford sidings south of Crewe and around Crewe 
South (5B) in company with  12033-38/49-55. 
 
I guess that my first sight of a main line diesel locomotive was 
again in Southern Ireland at Kingsbridge goods yards in the 
early 1950s. The Inchicore works had built two Sulzer-
engined diesel-electric 850HP B-Bs, 1100 and 1101. I saw 
both of these in CIE green, 1101 on freight in Kingsbridge 
yards about 1954 and 1100 on freight at Limerick Junction in 
1955.They later became B113/4. 
 
Watching the procession of ex-GWR steam power on the 
Birmingham (SH) to Wolverhampton (Low Level - LL) line at 
Bradley Lane, Bilston (about a quarter of a mile from my 
home at Moxley) in 1952/53, often in the hope of seeing a 
new ‘Britannia’ (such as 70017 Arrow, 70018 Flying 
Dutchman, 70020 Mercury or 70023 Venus from 81A Old 
Oak Common) one of the ex-GWR parcels railcars, usually 
Southall (81C)’s W17W, would regularly come shuffling by 
often towing a GUV or a ‘Siphon’ bogie van. 
 
An oddity though had been the appearance of a prototype 
three-car DMU of two-axle stock by British United Traction 
(BUT) in mid-August 1953. For one week it appeared on the 
7.10pm from Snow Hill and returned on the 8.00pm back 
from Wolverhampton. Three of us 11-year-olds rode on the 
blue/yellow BUT interloper from Priestfield Jnc. To 
Wolverhampton and back one evening on August 18. It was a 
novel, if rather a bouncy experience! 
 
My other early diesel railcar rides were with a set of AEC 
railcars from Dublin (Kingsbridge) to Limerick via 
Ballybrophy and Nenagh in the summer of 1955. These had 
replaced a typical older Irish 4-4-0 and much older coaching 
stock! The set consisted of four powered cars with a 
conventional coach in the middle. I persuaded my mother that 
the conventional, unpowered compartment coach would 
provide the most comfort! I also had one or two rides in the 
ex-GW railcars between Leamington Spa and Stratford. 
 
Back at school, the CCSS’ spotters had introduced me to the 
wonders of Bescot by joining the cross-country runs instead of 
punishing oneself in the Gymnasium or on the football field. 
The morning run took us down to the old cast-iron bridges at 
Bescot crossing the former Grand Junction line to 
Wolverhampton and the South Staffordshire Railway lines to 
Dudley and Walsall, which became part of the London & 
North Western Railway in 1847 and the London Midland & 
Scottish Railway in 1923. 
 
At the bridges, we would wait for the morning Birmingham-
Glasgow (often a Crewe ‘running in’ turn for repaired or new 
express engines so had great ‘cop’ potential), a Birmingham – 
Liverpool/Manchester (often a Liverpool Edge Hill ‘Black 
Five’ with a Manchester Longsight ‘Compound’ 4-4-0 or  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fowler 2-6-4T as pilot) and a Euston-Wolverhampton, with a 
Camden ‘Jubilee’ or ‘7P’, which unusually stopped at Bescot. 
 
One morning in early 1955, the Euston-Wolverhampton (we 
called it the ‘London’) produced 10001! This machine made 
an impressive noise starting up, somewhat similar to, but a bit 
louder than a ‘37’. There is an Argo EP record D for Diesels 
on which you can hear both LMS diesels working the 
northbound ‘Royal Scot’ on the climb to Shap Summit. 
 
Not many weeks later, 10000, still in black livery, now with 
BR crest, appeared on the ‘London’.  And, from our ‘maths 
room’ one could hear it or its sister starting up from Bescot 
even though we were about half-a-mile away from the station! 
 
Well, it wasn’t long before an afternoon at Stafford or 
Lichfield Trent Valley saw the ‘Twins’ roar by on the ‘Royal 
Scot’. Yes, these locos were certainly different to look at and 
did not offer any immediate threat to the ruling steam power. 
Nor did another curiosity, the British Thompson Heuston 
800HP B-B 10800 shedded at Rugby (2A). I first saw it 
poking its nose out of the carriage shed at Monument Lane  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The experimental BUT three-unit/fwo-axle railcar set leaves 
Priestfield Junction on the Birmingham (Snow Hill) – 
Wolverhampton (Low Level) line forming the 7.10pm service to 
Wolverhampton on August 18, 1953. The unit’s livery was 
yellow on the roof and upper body and blue on the lower 
separated by a red waistband. The locals nicknamed the unit 
the ‘Flying Brick’! The Oxford, Worcester & Wolverhampton 
route to Dudley is on the right  (F.W. Shuttleworth, 
Wolverhampton Railway Album Volume 2, Uralia Press). 

As well as working off-peak services between Birmingham 
(Snow Hill) and Stourbridge Jnc., the ex-GW railcars also 
worked the Dudley – Old Hill service as Stourbridge Jnc’s 
W14W  is doing on May 28, 1956                      (John Edgington, 
A Century of Railways around Birmingham and the West 
Midlands Volume Two, John Boynton, Mid England Books). 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
while travelling behind a ‘Royal Scot’ on a train spotting trip 
to Birmingham (New Street) from Wolverhampton (High 
level) in late 1955. 
 
The  black-liveried 10800 eventually sidled into Platform 4 at 
New Street with about seven or eight coaches forming the   
03.55pm departure to Yarmouth via Rugby, Market 
Harborough and Peterborough East where, I believed, it 
handed the train over to a B1, B12 or B17. 
 
In the 1950s, there used to be a very successful ‘British 
Industries Fair’ (BIF) held every year on a former airfield at 
Castle Bromwich on the west side of the Birmingham – Derby 
main line. It was in May (I think) 1956 that a set of early 
Metro-Cammell ‘101’ diesel units (three sets of two-car units 
coupled) formed a regular shuttle service from New Street to 
Castle Bromwich during the event. These were, if my old 
notebook is correct: E79063/79279+E79061/79277+E79062/ 
79278. Apart from showing BIF visitors a ‘new era’ of train  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
travel the shuttles were also a good advertisement for 
Metropolitan-Cammell’s Saltley/Washwood Heath works, 
which we passed on the way to Castle Bromwich. We as 
youngsters had to try out these things and the good old CCSS 
had got us tickets to visit the BIF as well. 
 
The Derby ‘lightweights’ began to appear on the locals 
running between Birmingham (New Street – NS) and Walsall, 
Lichfield and Leicester in early 1956. BR then announced the 
dieselisation of services between Lichfield and Birmingham. 
One of my ‘non-spotter’ friends at the CCSS said he wanted 
to sample the new diesel service so on Saturday March 17, 
1956. I met John on Walsall station to go to New Street. 
 
Creeping towards us from the carriage sheds at Pleck was a 
spotless B1 carrying white headcode discs. It was Parkston 
Quay’s (30F) 61227! I looked at John in disbelief. We joined 
our train headed by a Stanier 2-6-4T and there in the carriage 
sidings stood another spotless 30F B1, 61384, just being 
uncoupled from a rake of Gresley coaches! 
 
We arrived in New Street and joined the first ‘Derby 
Lightweight’ set heading for Lichfield City station. Yes, it 
rode smoothly, acceleration was impressive and sitting behind 
the driver was certainly good for train spotting! On our return 
and chatting to a few New Street spotters at the south end of 
Platform 6 I found them all excited about having seen ‘the 
B17’. The B17??  
 
It appeared that 30A Stratford’s 61663 Everton had appeared 
shortly after we had left for Lichfield. She had hauled the third 
of three excursions (two of which we had seen at Walsall) 
bringing Tottenham Hotspur supporters from Tottenham via 
Victoria Park and Willesden for the F.A. Cup semi-final to be 
played against Birmingham City. My first DMU ride had cost 
me the sight of seeing a B17 in Birmingham! Maybe that 
engendered an early mild hate of DMUs! 
 
By 1957, the ex-GWR Birmingham-Wolverhampton line had 
still not seen any of the new DMUs, but in mid-1957, the real 
‘writing on the wall’ for our local ex-GW 41XX and 51XX 2-
6-2Ts appeared in the form of a Derby-built three-car unit 
(later 116) on crew-training trials running past Bradley Lane, 
Bilston in May. Suddenly, that summer, practically all the  

Recently transferred to the Midland Region WCML from the 
Southern Region, 10203 heads the 9am London (Euston) – 
Wolverhampton away from Bescot along the old Grand Junction 
Railway route past Pleck Park in mid-July, 1956. The 
photographer is standing where the M6 viaduct is today. The 
buildings in the left background are near the site of Walsall’s 
and Wednesbury’s first railway station, the GJR’s Bescot 
Bridge, which was opened in 1837 and closed 1850 following 
the building of Bescot station in 1847. All the land in the 
background is now built over.                           (Mr. Armstrong, 
Language Teacher, CCSS,                     Mike Page collection). 

LMS/English Electric A1A-A1A locomotive No. 10000 was still to 
be seen on Euston-Wolverhampton services into the late 1950s. 
10000 is easing the empty stock from the carriage sidings north 
of the High Level station for a return afternoon service to Euston  
past Wolverhampton No.2 box in August 1959. This was the 
returning working of the 9.00am service from Euston, which had 
called at Bescot (J.B.Bucknall/Ian Allan Library, Rail Centres: 
Wolverhampton, by Paul Collins, Booklaw Publications). 
 

Derby Lightweights took over the Lichfield – Birmingham (New 
Street) services on Monday, March 5, 1956. By the late 1950s 
they had been replaced mostly with Metro-Cammell and BRC & 
W DMUs.                                                   (Birmingham Evening 
Post,A Century of Railways around Birmingham and the West 
Midlands Volume Two, John Boynton, Mid England Books). 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
local trains between Wellington, Wolverhampton, 
Birmingham and Leamington Spa became 116 DMUs! 
Equally horrifying was the appearance of ‘Cross Country’  
DMUs  (Type 120) on the Birmingham (Snow Hill) to Cardiff 
and Swansea services. These DMUs denied us from seeing 
Cardiff ‘Britannias’ and Landore ‘Castles’ at Snow Hill! I’m 
afraid the ‘diesel hate’ was growing! 
 
By 1959, most of the London Midland Region’s local 
passenger, semi-fast and commuter services in the West 
Midlands were in the hands of DMUs, but virtually all freight 
and long-distance passenger trains were still steam-hauled. 
More diesel locomotives had been slipping onto the scene as 
by then, all three ex-Southern Bulleid/English Electric 1C-
C1s, 10201/2/3, were appearing on the ‘London’ at Bescot as 
well as operating on some WCML trains.  
 
On a Saturday in 1959 I made an out and back trip from 
Wolverhampton to join the 09.00h from Euston at New Street 
for the ride behind 10201 via Soho Soap Works Junction, 
Great Barr and Bescot to Wolverhampton. The big change  
was the firm acceleration on the gradient up through the 
tunnel from New Street to Monument Lane, though the diesel 
fumes in the tunnel were as bad as steam loco smoke! 
 
To me, a ‘bad day’ for the ‘Royal Scot’ at Stafford was seeing 
10000+10001 on the up train and 10201+10202 or just 10203 
on the down. I did see too the English Electric prototype 
‘Deltic’ at Stafford in 1957: now that locomotive looked racy, 
very American and sounded impressive. You could not fail to 
feel somewhat awed as it accelerated the 16-coach  “The 
Merseyside Express’ northbound on the through tracks. Some 
of us were sad that the production ‘Deltics’ had lost the 
flashiness of the prototype. 
 
It was with some dismay in mid-1959 that the D200ers (Type 
40) began ‘moving in’ on the WCML scene. Also the first 
batch of 20 D5000s (Type 24), which had begun life at 73C 
Hither Green, were suddenly in charge of Birmingham-
Manchester/Liverpool trains. The first batch of D8000ers 
(Type 20) had also made their debut at 1D Devons Road. My 
first sight of them was at Tamworth. On a return Monday trip 
from Grantham to watch A4s during the summer holidays in 
1958, I found that I had misread the timetable concerning the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
last connection from Derby Midland to Burton-on-Trent to 
connect with a train to Walsall. The 8.50pm was ‘MX’ 
(Mondays Excepted)! The next train to Birmingham wasn’t 
until 2 in the morning, but I found a local to Tamworth, so 
spent some four hours there watching a wide range of WCML 
power on night freights, including D8000+D8001. 
 
In retrospect, the dieselisation of West Midlands lines was 
quite gradual. The arrival of the ‘Western’ diesel hydraulics 
caused very real mixed feelings for me in 1962. I was taking a 
girlfriend into Birmingham from Wolverhampton (Low Level) 
to find not a ‘King’ waiting on the centre roads to attach itself 
and six coaches onto the train from Birkenhead to form the 
11.35am to Paddington but maroon D1001 Western 
Pathfinder. She stood and admired the maroon monster and 
said she was very impressed (we had no more dates, 
particularly when I discovered she was only fifteen!). 
 
Monday September 10 1962 found all the Paddington 
expresses dieselised leaving freight, Oxford semi-fasts, the re- 
routed ‘Pines Express’, parcels and holiday ‘extras’ in charge 
of the remaining ex-GWR power. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two Park Royal (103) two-car units approach Bescot on the 
former South Staffordshire Railway from Walsall running past 
the local sewage works on April 14, 1962 on a Rugeley Trent 
Valley – Walsall – Bescot – Birmingham service  (Mike Page). 
 

The 116 DMUs took over local services on the Birmingham (SH) – 
Wolverhampton (LL) line in mid-1957. Here the 14.10  Wellington 
– Lapworth service climbs away from Swan Village on August 3. 
(Michael Mensing, Black Country, Paul Collins, Ian Allan) 

The prototype ‘Deltic’ rounds the Queensville Curve onto the 
four-track WCML Trent Valley route south of Stafford with a 
Liverpool-Euston train some time in 1956. The route to 
Wolverhampton (High Level) has branched off to the left.                
(photographer unknown;                         Mike Page collection). 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The situation on the ex-LMS lines at the start of 1963 was 
similar, except there was no wholesale dieselisation of the 
expresses. The Type 40s had control of the Birmingham-
Glasgow-Edinburgh service, and some of the Liverpool and 
Manchester trains, along with the Class 24s. Gloucester 
Carriage & Wagon, Birmingham Carriage & Wagon and Park 
Royal DMUs operated those Birmingham-Manchester semi-
fast trains routed via Stoke-on-Trent.  
 
The Derby/Sulzer Class 45s had begun to appear on Midland 
lines in 1961. I got my first ride with a Type 45 ‘Peak’ on my 
return from the Derby Open Day to New Street on August 26, 
1961 when D87 appeared on a Newcastle-Bristol. 
Acceleration was very impressive when compared with a 
‘Jubilee’. The North East to South West trains were about 
60% dieselised by that time. 
 
I would say it was 1964 before the diesels began to make real 
inroads on freight and parcels. Even so, the transition still 
appeared to be gradual. Once some of the 25kVAC WCML 
routes were ‘switched on’ in the Midlands in 1966/67, Bescot 
(3A) had been reduced to a dozen or so steam locos for local 
freight work, Oxley (2B), Tyseley (2A) and Banbury (2D) had 
closed and Saltley (2E) was only accepting steam ‘visitors’ 
from ‘up north’. One could say that full dieselisation/ 
electrification was in place in the West Midlands before the 
end of 1967. What was left of local freight work on the LMR 
lines (the LMR had taken over all the ex-Western Region lines 
in the West Midlands in early 1963) after 1967 was mostly in 
the hands of Class 24/25s and 20s. By the mid-1970s, Class 
31s had begun to appear too. 
 
The change on the LMR lines was of the Class 47s replacing 
the ‘Westerns’ on the (Birkenhead) – Shrewsbury – 
Wolverhampton (LL) – Birmingham (SH) – Paddington 
expresses from 1964 until the reorganisation of services 
following completion of WCML electrification to Euston. I 
don’t ever recall seeing a ‘Hymek’ diesel-hydraulic in the 
West Midlands (except at Saltley and Bromsgrove) but the 
occasional ‘Warship’ appeared on parcels workings at 
Wolverhampton (LL) from the Reading or Worcester areas 
and even at Wolverhampton (HL) on occasions. The 47s 
eventually took over what was left of freight workings on the 
Birmingham (SH) – Shrewsbury lines after the closure of the 
steam sheds at Banbury, Tyseley, Stourbridge and Oxley. 
 

I never thought the 47s were particularly attractive. I 
remember being almost shocked when I went with my 
landlady in October 1963 to see her daughter off at 
Wellington (Salop) station when she actually and openly 
admired an incoming 47 (a green-liveried D1715) and said 
“what a beautiful thing!” Some women have no taste! 
 
In the same way that in the 1970s and 80s we looked back 
nostalgically at steam operation it’s odd now to think fondly 
of the roaring 37s and 20s and the very stylish ‘Westerns’. 
Even the hard-working 24s and 25s had some character, 
particularly when they idled offbeat, often sounding like a 
tired old tractor or canal barge! I remember a ‘24’ manfully 
struggling through Stoke-on-Trent with some 50 mineral 
wagons sometime in 1970 during a factory visit there. One 
almost felt sorry for it! 
 
Do I still hate diesels? It’s hard to say. A ‘66’ is always 
welcome to see on freight in Cambridge as these days freight 
trains are very few and far between here. One can spend an 
impressive afternoon and/or evening at Tamworth watching 
66s and the occasional 47, 56, 60, 67, 70 or 86/6 and 92 on 
‘liner’ trains as well as minerals and some mixed freight. One 
can’t stop oneself getting excited when one or two of the few 
remaining 20s or 37s roar through on special workings. 
 
An old friend of the deceased David Theobald, Col. Don 
Woodworth, who stayed over after Dave’s funeral asked me if 
there was anywhere to see a 37 in action. We went to 
Tamworth and while asking some of the local spotters if there 
was to be any working, a 37 roared through on the Derby line 
with an engineering train! We were informed that a 37 was 
scheduled to work a Crewe-Southall empty stock working and 
sure enough, about an hour later, a West Coast maroon-
liveried 37 roared by on the up slow with some 13 coaches. 
 
What about replica diesels? Would I like to see a working 
replica of LMS 10000? I’m not so sure; it would not be quite 
the same as seeing the original and would it compare with a 
replica steam locomotive like Tornado? It’s all a question of 
individual taste! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Cravens (105/1 or /2) DMU sets off from Bescot with a local 
train from Birmingham to Walsall and Rugeley Trent Valley on 
April 14, 1962. Bescot (3A and later, 2F) loco shed yard with 
coaling tower is in the background. The main line far right is the 
old Grand Junction route to Wolverhampton and Stafford. Lines 
on middle right eventually turn sharply west climbing up to join 
the Walsall – Dudley line.  To take this shot now would find the 
M6 viaduct pillars in the way!                                  (Mike Page). 
 

Only a couple of ‘Kings’ survived the ‘Western’ onslaught as 
‘standbys’ on the Wolverhampton-Paddington services after 
September 10, 1962.  Just south of Wednesbury Central station 
between Wolverhampton and Birmingham, D1008 Western 
Harrier accelerates towards Swan Village with the 11.35h 
Wolverhampton (Low Level) – Paddington on a gloomy morning 
on October 27 1962. Brush Type 4s replaced the ‘Westerns’ 
after barely two years operation on this route.         (Mike Page) 



Some Cambridge Railway Circle 2013 Calendar shots… 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Top left: Open Day at Old Oak Common on March 19, 1994 has 47.004 Old Oak Common (ex D1524) on display Don Beard. 
Top right: On the West Somerset Railway: ex-GWR 5542 awaits departure from Crowcombe Heathfield on September 4, 2004 
Peter Heath. 
Above left: Two DRS 47s top and tail a ‘Northern Belle’ working from Chester to York past Colton Junction on August 17, 2011   
Ian Worland. 
Above right: LMS 8F 48305 is running as 48773 on a ‘Windcutter’ train of mineral wagons towards Loughborough during a 
Great Central Railway Winter Gala on January 31, 2009 Richard Hall. 
Below left: During the ‘Steam Spectacular’ celebrating 175 years of German railways, post-war 2-6-2 23.042 heads the 14.28 
Trier-Gerolstein past Birresborn on April 5, 2010 Mike Page. 
Below right:  LMS Pacific 6201 Princess Elizabeth passes Cossington Leics. on the last day of the ‘Cathedrals Explorer’ from 
Hellifield to London Victoria on May 25, 2012 Ian Worland. 
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